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We provide a theory for quantum-optical realizations of the open Dicke model with internal,
atomic spin states subject to spontaneous emission with rate γ. This introduces a second decay
channel for excitations to irreversibly dissipate into the environment, in addition to the photon
loss with rate κ, which is composed of individual atomic decay processes and a collective atomic
decay mechanism. The strength of the latter is determined by the cavity geometry. We compute
the mean-field non-equilibrium steady states for spin and photon observables in the long-time limit,
t → ∞. Although γ does not conserve the total angular momentum of the spin array, we argue
that our solution is exact in the thermodynamic limit, for the number of atoms N → ∞. In light
of recent and upcoming experiments realizing superradiant phase transitions using internal atomic
states with pinned atoms in optical lattices, our work lays the foundation for the pursuit of a new
class of open quantum magnets coupled to quantum light.
I. INTRODUCTION
Significant research efforts in the science of quantum op-
tics are directed towards “scaling up” the minimal build-
ing block of one atomic qubit and one single photon to-
wards N qubits and M photon modes. One objective
is that a controllable assembly of such systems in the
quantum regime has all the ingredients of a quantum
computer including channels for communication of infor-
mation within quantum networks [1]. This development
represents both, a tremendous opportunity and a chal-
lenge, to seriously study the many-body physics of ex-
tended quantum-optical systems, where arrays of qubits
are coherently coupled to quantum light.
To that end, a promising recent experimental develop-
ment is the realization of tunable lattice potentials within
resonators hosting photons with optical wavelengths [2–
4]. These set-ups allow controllable placement of large
numbers of quantum emitters, in the form of ultracold
atoms, into lattice sites, preserving their relative phases.
The atom-cavity coupling now has “single-site resolu-
tion” by overlaying cavity mode functions with lattice
potentials and the targeted loading process of atoms into
given lattice sites.
Making the lattice potentials sufficiently deep, one can
now access a regime in which the atomic motion is sup-
pressed completely and the dynamics of internal, spin ex-
citations play the lead role. Although the analogy is dan-
gerous and incomplete, let us mention that a correspond-
ing situation in an electronic condensed matter material
would be a Mott insulator, in which the charge degrees
of freedom are localized, and the electronic spins interact
via, typically short-ranged, exchange couplings Jij . As
was recognized theoretically a few years back, the cavity
set-up allows a much richer set of J`m’s (variable range,
complex- vs. real-valued) and unconventional magnetic
phases to be realized [5–7]. However, the “drosophila” in
this field is the Dicke model, an infinite-ranged, exactly
solvable ferromagnet [8, 9], which has recently also been
realized experimentally using internal spin states [10, 11].
A basic physical difference to the earlier realizations of
the Dicke model using momentum states of a thermal
or condensed Bose gas [12, 13] is the increased fragility
of internal, spin states to dissipative processes such as
atomic spontaneous emission. Indeed, the decay rate of
collective momentum modes γmom of an atomic gas is re-
markably small (γmom  κ . g) and limited mostly by
thermal effects and collisions [14–18]. By contrast single-
site atomic spontaneous emission with rate γ tends to
deplete the system of excitations and driving each spin
into the | ↓〉 state. There is no analog of this dissipa-
tive process for momentum states and therefore its basic
physical effects have not been explored much in this con-
text. Moreover, the experiments by Baden et al. [11]
were not entirely able to compare their data to a the-
ory for the open Dicke model with spontaneous emission,
clearly identifying a gap in the current literature.
The objective of this paper is to reveal the interplay of
spontaneous emission with the collective interactions in-
duced by the resonator. We extend previous works of
the open Dicke model [10], which were restricted to pho-
ton losses, to the full two loss channels (γ, κ) variant.
The atomic spontaneous emission consists of single-site
atomic decay and a collective atomic contribution [19]
whose strength is controlled by the cavity geometry in a
large sample limit. For the lattice based experiments con-
sidered in this work, the collective atomic decay is much
smaller than all other typical scales, which we demon-
strate below, and we restrict the present analysis to the
limit of weak collective decay. By this, we want to lay
the foundation for the study of interacting, open quan-
tum magnets with atoms in optical lattices in many-body
cavity QED [2–4] and other nano-photonic setups such as
atoms trapped close to photonic crystals [20, 21].
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2A. Key results and outline of paper
Our main result is the derivation of the exact formula
of the critical coupling for the onset of superradiance in
Sec. III A in the presence of both single-site and collective
atomic spontaneous emission. In Sec. III B, we use this
result to address an observed discrepancy between exper-
imental data for the critical pump strength and earlier
calculations. The argument why this formula remains
exact in the presence of atomic spontaneous emission
γ, is given in Sec. II B. In short, site-to-site variances
between observables vanish in the thermodynamic limit,
because the Hamiltonian affects only the homogeneous,
zero-momentum component of the spins. It is true that
γ also couples to finite-k components, in constrast to the
κ-only Dicke model, but γ just leads to their decay. In
Sec. III B, we compare the prediction with the onset of
superradiance with experimental data of the Singapore
group. There we also discuss and compare different de-
cay mechanisms and rates of atomic excitations.
Based on the Heisenberg-Langevin equations derived in
Sec. II E, we compute the values of non-equilibrium
steady states, the cavity output spectrum, and the ef-
fective temperature of the photons at the superradiance
transition in Sec. III D-III F.
II. (γ, κ) DICKE MODEL
In this section, we begin by explaining the model Dicke
Hamiltonian and the Liouvillians for the two decay pro-
cesses: photon loss and atomic spontaneous emission.
Then, we connect this model to a recent quantum optics
experiment, wherein the spin states in the Dicke Hamil-
tonian were realized via two atomic hyperfine-split lev-
els. We finally present the Heisenberg-Langevin and the
mean-field master equations within the Markov approxi-
mation.
A. Hamiltonian and Liouvillians
The core of the set-up is an array of N atomic spins at
fixed positions in space that interact with a single cavity
mode. The Dicke-Hamiltonian for the system describes
coherent exchange of atomic excitations with excitations
of the light field,
H = ω0a
†a+
(
U
2N
N∑
`=1
σz`
)
a†a+
∆
2
N∑
`=1
σz`
+
g√
N
(a+ a†)
N∑
`=1
(σ+` + σ
−
` ) . (2.1)
Here there is also an (effective) photon energy ω0, a lon-
gitudinal field in z-direction for the spins ∆, and an addi-
tional frequency shift of the photons due to a coupling U
to the collective z-component. This last coupling arises
in the quantum-optical implementation we discuss below
in Subsec. II D.
The second class of processes introduce decoherence and
are irreversible decay processes of both, photonic (rate κ)
and atomic excitations (rate γ) into the reservoir modes
of the electromagnetic vacuum surrounding the cavity.
The photons decay through the imperfect mirrors and
the atoms directly decay into the reservoir modes via the
solid angle not covered by the mirrors, as shown in Fig. 1.
Their effect can be captured by introducing the Lindblad
operators, which act on the system density matrix ρ in
the following way:
Lγ [ρ] =γ(1− α)
N∑
`=1
(
σ−` ρσ
+
` −
1
2
{σ+` σ−` , ρ}
)
(2.2)
+ γα
(
S−ρS+ − 1
2
{S+S−, ρ}
)
,
Lκ[ρ] = κ
[
2aρa† − {a†a, ρ}
]
. (2.3)
Here, the atomic spontaneous emission consists of two
contributions. The first is the single atom decay rate γ
for a single atom at site `. The second contribution is
a collective decay contribution expressed with the collec-
tive atomic operators S± =
∑N
`=1 σ
±
` . The prefactor that
controls the strength of the collective decay is bounded,
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and depends on the cavity geometry. While a
detailed derivation of the atomic Lindblad operator can
be found in App. E, we want to stress here that the lat-
tice setups under consideration generally correspond to
α 1. We also demonstrate that the collective contribu-
tion to the decay correctly reproduces super- and subra-
diant decay rates for collective atomic states in App. B . It
can be seen that in such a description the single atom loss
term scales linearly in the atom number whereas the col-
lective loss term scales quadratically with the atom num-
ber. Since every experimental system is necessarily finite
with a well-defined atom-number N0, so is the collective
loss rate. In order to define a sensible thermodynamic
limit, for which both the average energy and loss rate per
particle remain constant, the geometric coupling term is
rewritten as γα→ γαN/N = β/N . The thermodynamic
limit is now understood as taking N → ∞ and V → ∞
with N/V = const. and β = αN0 = const., where N0 is
the experimentally relevant number of atoms and there-
fore fixes the collective loss rate. This is analogous to
the thermodynamic limit of the Dicke Hamiltonian, for
which the coupling of the light field to an individual atom
is finite and fixed in any experimental set-up. However,
the correct description of the system in the thermody-
namic limit necessitates that the coupling is written as
∼ g√
N
∑N
`=1 σ
x
` (a+ a
†) such that in the thermodynamic
limit g is constant and fixed.
The reservoirs have Markovian character; this is because
the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) becomes time-independent
only in a frame rotating with an optical (pump) fre-
3quency. In this frame, bath and system time scales are
well separated by orders of magnitude.
The interplay and competition between unitary and irre-
versible dynamics can be studied with a Master equation
for the density matrix
ρ˙ = −i[H, ρ] + Lκ[ρ] + Lγ [ρ] . (2.4)
As the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1) does not conserve the
total number of excitations N = a†a + 12
∑N
`=1 σ
z
` +
N
2
the Hamiltonian will counteract the depletion processes
of the Lindblad terms. This is in contrast to a Hamilto-
nian where the counter-rotating terms are dropped in a
rotating-wave-approximation and for which there would
be no other steady-state than the empty dark state.
B. Exact solvability in long-time limit t→∞ and
thermodynamic limit N →∞
It is known that the Dicke model in thermodynamic equi-
librium is exactly solvable by a mean-field ansatz [8, 9].
Although the exact solutions get more complicated, this
remains true for the non-equilibrium steady states of
atomic quantum gases in optical cavities [15, 18] pro-
vided one takes first the thermodynamic limit, number
of atoms N → ∞, and then the long time limit, t → ∞
(”t − N limit”). Now one may wonder whether this re-
mains true in the presence of single and collective loss
rates in the atomic sector.
Here, we present a brief argument, which shows that
mean-field non-equilibrium steady states solve Eqs. (2.1-
2.4) exactly in the t − N limit. To see that, we first
integrate out the photons. This can be done exactly re-
taining photon losses and other pump and loss terms for
the photons as long as they are quadratic in the photon
fields [22]. This yields a ferromagnetic all-to-all coupling
−J/N
(∑N
`=1 σ
x
`
)(∑N
m=1 σ
x
m
)
mediated by photon ex-
change. We may set U = 0 in Eq. (2.1). We now go
the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ and write the Hamil-
tonian in momentum-space. Momenta k are now con-
tinuous variables and integrated over
∫
k
the appropriate
Brillouin zones
Heff =
∆
2
∫
k
δk,0 σ
z
k − J
∫
k
δk,0 σ
x
kσ
x
−k . (2.5)
The remaining Lindblad operator for γ reads in momen-
tum space
Lγ [ρ] =γ(1− α)
∫
k
[
σ−k ρσ
+
k −
1
2
{σ+k σ−k , ρ}
]
(2.6)
+ γαN0
∫
k,k′
δk,0δk′,0
[
σ−k ρσ
+
k′ −
1
2
{σ+k σ−k′ , ρ}
]
=γ(1 + β)
∫
k
δk,0
[
σ−k ρσ
+
k −
1
2
{σ+k σ−k , ρ}
]
+ γ
∫
k 6=0
[
σ−k ρσ
+
k −
1
2
{σ+k σ−k , ρ}
]
, (2.7)
where in the second line we have split off the decay for
the zero-momentum component from the finite momen-
tum components and have set β = α(N0 − 1) as the
fixed coupling strength in the thermodynamic limit. The
Hamiltonian dynamics Eq. (2.5) operates strictly within
only the zero-momentum sub-space of the spins (in posi-
tion space this is the homogeneous component). So does
the first Lindbladian term in the second line of Eq. (2.7).
Therefore the zero-momentum component experiences a
non-trivial competition of Hamiltonian and dissipative
dynamics. The finite-k components do nothing but de-
cay. In particular, there is nothing in the Hamiltonian or
Lindbladian that can change the momentum of a given
state. Therefore, in the long-time limit t→∞, it is legal
to focus on the zero-momentum component, that is, the
mean-field non-equilibrium steady states are actually the
exact solution.
C. Symmetries
Eq. (2.4) is invariant under a combined, discrete Z2 sym-
metry transformation
Z2 : [a+ a
†, σx` , σ
y
` ]→ [−(a+ a†), (−σx` ,−σy` )], (2.8)
which corresponds to a unitary transformation
Upi = exp(ipi
(
a†a+
N∑
`=1
σz`
)
). (2.9)
This symmetry is spontaneously broken at the Dicke su-
perradiance transition.
Additionally, the spin sector of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2.1) is invariant under a combination of time rever-
sal T` = −iσy`K`, t → −t (for a spin s = 1/2) and ro-
tation in spin-space around the y-axis with angle θ = pi
denoted as D
1/2,`
y,pi = −iσy` , where K` is the complex con-
jugation operator such that G` = D1/2,`y,pi T` = −K` and
G`G−1` = 1 with [G`,G−1m ] = 0 and [G`,Gm] = 0. If we
write G = ΠN`=1G` we have
GHG−1 = H. (2.10)
In the absence of a loss channel in the spin sector,
this means that the steady-state must be invariant un-
der this transformation as well, which enforces 〈σy〉 =
〈GσyG−1〉 = −〈σy〉 != 0. This symmetry is broken in the
presence of Liouvillian Lγ in the spin sector and there-
fore steady states with non-zero 〈σy〉 6= 0 are accessible
in the dynamics. In the photon sector, the correspond-
ing symmetry is broken as well due to the presence of Lκ,
which leads to complex expectation values 〈a〉 ∈ C.
We mention here that the Hamiltonian dynamics to-
gether with the Lindblad contribution Lκ conserves the
pseudo-angular momentum 〈St〉2 but this conservation
is explicitly broken by Lγ . Using semi-classical steady
4states defined below, one finds
∂t 〈St〉2 = 2 〈St〉 · ∂t 〈St〉
= −γ
(
〈St〉2 + 2 〈σzt 〉
(
1 +
〈σzt 〉
2
))
, (2.11)
such that the steady-state value requires lim
t→∞ 〈St〉
2
=
−2 〈σz〉
(
1 + 〈σ
z〉
2
)
to hold.
D. Experimental context in cavity QED
To realize Eq. (2.1) in an optical cavity system, it is ad-
vantageous to suppress the motion of the atoms suffi-
ciently such that the internal spin state dynamics dom-
inates. To that end, an additional optical lattice poten-
tial inside the resonator has been realized recently by
three different groups [2–4] paving the way for many-
body quantum optics in which the relative phases of the
emitters play a role. For the simple Dicke model the lat-
tice and cavity mode function are engineered such that
every atom couples with the same strength to the cavity
photon, see Fig, 1. Other arrangements, including mu-
tually incommensurate periods [23], can now be turned
into experimental reality.
Moreover, some form of Raman-transition assisted pump-
ing scheme is required to reach the strong-coupling
regime for the effective spin-photon coupling g needed to
achieve the Dicke transition [10, 11]. There, the atomic
levels to realize an effective spin system {|↑〉 , |↓〉} can be
the hyperfine-structure manifold of the ground states of
87Rb. Typically this is the 52S1/2 manifold. The cavity-
assisted Raman transitions are achieved by coupling to
the states of the first excited state manifold 52P1/2 or
52P3/2.
Moreover, the choice of laser frequencies in the experi-
ment by Baden et al. [11] leads to the U2N
(∑N
`=1 σ
z
`
)
a†a
term in Eq. (2.1) and we will come back to this experi-
ment below in Subsec. III B.
E. Heisenberg-Langevin and mean-field master
equations
The Heisenberg equation of motion for an arbitrary sys-
tem operator A from the set (σ+i , σ
−
i , σ
z
i ), is calculated
according to
∂tA =− i[H,A] + γ(1− α)
N∑
`=1
(
σ+` Aσ
−
` −
1
2
{σ+` σ−` , A}
)
+ γα
(
S+AS− − 1
2
{S+S−, A}
)
, (2.12)
where the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (2.1) and (κ, γ)
refer to the cavity damping and the rate of spontaneous
Figure 1. Sketch of the system setup. The optical lattice in-
side the cavity is commensurate with the single light mode of
the cavity that couples all atoms with strength g to the light-
field. The atoms can directly spontaneously decay with rate γ
into the reservoir of electromagnetic modes via the solid angle
not covered by the cavity mirrors. These losses are uncorre-
lated single-site losses and collective emissions into a shared
external reservoir once the system is in the superradiant state.
The collective contribution to the decay is estimated in ap-
pendix E and found to be negligibly small for the current
setup. Photons can leave the system through the cavity mir-
rors with rate κ. The system is driven from the side with a
laser of Rabi frequency Ω to stabilize the excitation number.
emission, respectively. For the atomic degrees of freedom
we use the notation σ+i = |e〉i 〈g| , σzi = |e〉i 〈e| − |g〉i 〈g|
and S± =
∑N
`=1 σ
±
` . Here (e, g) refers to the excited
and ground state of a two-level atom, respectively and a
labels the annihilation operator for a cavity photon. The
Heisenberg-Langevin equations for these variables are:
∂tat = −
[
κ+ i
(
ω0 +
U
2N
N∑
`=1
σz`,t
)]
at
− i g√
N
N∑
`=1
(
σ−`,t + σ
+
`,t
)
+
√
2κain,t (2.13)
∂tσ
+
i,t = i
(
∆ +
U
N
a†tat
)
σ+i,t − i
g√
N
σzi,t
(
at + a
†
t
)
− γ
2
σ+i,t +
γα
2
∑
` 6=i
σ+`,tσ
z
i,t + F+i,t (2.14)
∂tσ
z
i,t = 2
g√
N
(
at + a
†
t
) (
σ−i,t − σ+i,t
)
i
− (1 + σzi,t)γ − γα
∑
6`=i
(
σ+i,tσ
−
`,t + cc.
)
+ Fzi,t
(2.15)
Here,
(
ain,t,Fzi,t,F+i,t
)
are the usual fluctuating quantum
mechanical noise operators with zero mean. They result
from integrating out the bath of electromagnetic modes
outside the cavity in the Born-Markov approximations,
see App. D.
If we take the bath to be in the vacuum state at zero-
temperature, the noise-correlations for the atomic de-
5grees of freedom can be expressed in the basis (i, j) ∈
(+,−, z) by
〈F i`′,t′F j`,t〉 = γδ(t− t′)
[
δ`,`′ + (1− δ`,`′)α
]
M ij`′` (2.16)
M ij`′` = 2
 0 0 01
2σ
z
`′,tσ
z
`,t′ 0 −σz`′,tσ−`,t′
−σ+`′,t′σz`,t 0 2σ+`′,t′σ−`,t

ij
(2.17)
where the indices (i, j) ∈ (+,−, z) refers to the atomic
variables. The expectation value averages over the bath
degrees of freedom. Consequently, entries of the correla-
tion matrix are still operator-valued. For contributions
` = `′ the local operator algebra can be used to simplify
correlations, see Eqs. (3.23-3.26). Similarly the noise-
operators coupling to the photons are delta correlated in
time
〈ain,ta†in,t′〉 = δ(t− t′) . (2.18)
We will proceed to analyze the Heisenberg-Langevin
equations in a mean-field framework where we apply a
site-decoupling for the many-atom states. The mean-
field state cannot keep track of the behaviour of atoms
on different sites. Therefore, taking the expectation val-
ues 〈A〉 = Tr (A⊗Nn=1 ρn),where the density matrix is
site decoupled as ρ = ⊗Ni=1ρi, leads to the mean-field
equation for N two-level atoms
∂t 〈at〉 =−
[
κ+ i
(
ω0 +
U
2
〈σzt 〉
)]
〈at〉
− ig(〈σ−t 〉+ 〈σ+t 〉) , (2.19)
∂t 〈σ+t 〉 =
[
i
(
∆ + U 〈a†t〉 〈a〉t
)
− γ
2
(1− β 〈σzt 〉)
]
〈σ+t 〉
− ig 〈σzt 〉 (〈at〉+ 〈a†t〉) , (2.20)
∂t 〈σzt 〉 =− γ
[
(1 + 〈σzt 〉) + 2β 〈σ−t 〉 〈σ+t 〉
]
+ 2ig(〈at〉+ 〈a†t〉)(〈σ−t 〉 − 〈σ+t 〉) . (2.21)
Here we have set β = α(N − 1) which fixes the strength
of the collective decay as discussed in Sec. II A. In the
remainder of the paper, we provide an analysis of these
equations on a mean-field level and calculate the corre-
sponding non-equilibrium steady-states and connect our
theoretical results to the recent quantum optical realiza-
tion of the Dicke phase transition with cavity-assisted Ra-
man transitions [11] to address the observed discrepancy
between critical pump strengths and earlier calculations.
As pointed out above, we restrict our analysis to the case
of weak collective decay contributions, with 0 ≤ β  1
which is an appropriate approximation for the present
large sample limit, where the extensions of the cavity
and the atomic sample are much bigger than the opti-
cal wavelength of the cavity modes. In the superradiant
phase, the collective emission of the atoms is locked to the
cavity wave vector. In the present setting, the atomic res-
onance deviates strongly from the frequency associated
to the cavity, i.e. ∆ ck0. Correspondingly, this energy
mismatch suppresses the strength of the collective emis-
sion α even further. A conservative approximation of the
geometric contribution α is given in App. E. We reserve
an analysis of strong collective decay contributions for
future work (see also Refs. [19]).
III. RESULTS
In this section, we first compute an analytic formula for
the critical coupling for the onset of Dicke superradi-
ance in the presence of both correlated and uncorrelated
atomic spontaneous emission. We then use this formula
to determine an effective atomic loss rate for the experi-
ment in Ref. [11]. As we argued earlier the formula is in
fact the exact solution of the problem, in the ”t-N”-limit
even when the atomic loss is uncorrelated between indi-
vidual sites. We also compare this effective decay rate
to other atomic loss channels such as the collective po-
lariton lifetime. We close by searching for signatures of
the additional loss channel γ in the cavity output spec-
trum and by computing the effective temperature of the
system at the superradiance transition.
A. Critical coupling for onset of superradiance
gc(κ, γ)
We first transform Eqs. (2.13-2.15) into frequency space
by the following relation:
Ot = 1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−iνtO(ν)dν, O†t =
1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−iνtO†(−ν)dν ,
(3.1)
where the operator Ot is either of(
at, σ
+
i,t, σ
z
i,t, ain,t,F+i,t,Fzi,t
)
and O†t refers to either
of
(
a†t , σ
−
i,t, a
†
in,t
)
. We then specifically make a distinc-
tion between the semi-classical steady states and the
amplitude fluctuations around these values by linearising
Eqs. (2.13-2.15). We define the fluctuation operators in
frequency space by the relation
σ+(ν) = 2pi 〈σ+〉 δ(ν) + δσ+(ν), (3.2)
σz(ν) = 2pi 〈σz〉 δ(ν) + δσz(ν), (3.3)
a(ν) = 2pi
√
N 〈a〉 δ(ν) + δa(ν) . (3.4)
Where the set of steady-states 〈σ+〉 and 〈σz〉 and 〈a〉 are
solutions to Eqs. (2.19-2.21) in the long-time limit. Here,
δσ+(ν), δσz(ν) and δa(ν) describe fluctuations about the
semi-classical steady-state and δ(ν) denotes a delta func-
tion in frequency space. The equations for the amplitude
fluctuations are generated by inserting Eqs. (3.2-3.4) into
the Fourier transformed set of Eqs. (2.13-2.15). At long
times, we may neglect second-order terms in the fluctua-
tions by assuming that the steady-state values are large
6compared to the associated fluctuations in the thermo-
dynamic limit N →∞. The linearized equations can be
cast in matrix form
F(ν) = δ(ν)f(σ) +G−1R (ν) · δσ(ν), (3.5)
where the fluctuation (noise) operators are collected in
the vectors δσ(ν) (F(ν)):
δσT (ν)=
(
δa(ν), δa†(−ν), δσ+(ν), δσ−(−ν), δσz(ν)) ,
(3.6)
FT (ν)=
(√
2κain(ν),
√
2κa†in(−ν),F+(ν),F−(−ν),Fz(ν)
)
.
(3.7)
The inverse response function (retarded Green’s func-
tion) then reads as
G−1R (ν) =

1
2 iU 〈σz〉+ κ− iν + iω0 0 ig ig iU2 〈a〉
0 − 12 iU 〈σz〉+ κ− iν − iω0 −ig −ig −iU2 〈a†〉
ig 〈σz〉 − iU 〈a†〉 〈σ+〉 ig 〈σz〉 − iU 〈a〉 〈σ+〉 −iU 〈a〉 〈a†〉+ γ2 (1− β 〈σz〉)− i∆− iν 0 ig(〈a〉+ 〈a〉†)
iU 〈a†〉 〈σ−〉 − ig 〈σz〉 −ig 〈σz〉+ iU 〈a〉 〈σ−〉 0 iU 〈a〉 〈a†〉+ γ2 (1− β 〈σz〉) + i∆− iν −ig(〈a〉+ 〈a〉†)
2ig(〈σ+〉 − 〈σ−〉) 2ig(〈σ+〉 − 〈σ−〉) 2ig(〈a〉+ 〈a〉†) + 2βγ 〈σ−〉 −2ig(〈a〉+ 〈a〉†) + 2βγ 〈σ+〉 γ − iν
 .
(3.8)
The notation indicates that the responses of the system
δσ(ν) to the ”driving force” F(ν) is indeed described
by the function GR(ν). The steady state contribution is
encoded in f(σ). We approach the phase transition from
the normal phase, for which 〈a〉 = 〈σ+〉 = 0 and assume
the atoms to be fully polarized 〈σz〉 = −1. Evaluating
the condition for super radiance, lim
ν→0
det[G−1R (ν)] = 0,
which is appropriate as long as β <
√
1 +
(
∆
γ/2
)2
, we
find the critical coupling
gc(γ, κ, U, β) =
√
γ2
4 (1 + β)
2 + ∆2
√
κ2 +
(
ω0 − U2
)2
2
√
∆
(
ω0 − U2
) .
(3.9)
This formula recovers the known expression [10] in the
limit (U, γ) → 0 and the critical coupling known from
[24] in the limit γ → 0. It can be seen that the sponta-
neous emission γ “shifts” the atomic energy scale ∆ and
the photon loss rate κ shifts the cavity frequency ω0. As
expected, the addition of spontaneous atomic emission
leads to an increased value for the critical coupling gc.
Comparing this value Eq. (3.9) for the critical coupling
to Eq. (103) in Ref. 22, we note the structural similar-
ity. However, the prefactor is different and this is due to
the different nature of atomic decay processes included.
Here, we included the conventional directed spontaneous
emission into the spin-down state, while Ref. 22 included
a dissipative dephasing term.
B. Comparison with Singapore experiment
In the Baden et al. experiment, the Dicke model was
realized using cavity-assisted Raman transitions [11]. A
sudden increase in the number of detected cavity pho-
tons upon ramping up the drive strength of an external
laser has been associated with the threshold for Dicke su-
perradiance. Some elements of the experiment we have
already mentioned above in Subsec. II D.
Baden et al. [11] compared the experimentally ob-
served threshold couplings to the conventional theory
value without spontaneous emission [10, 24] and found
a discrepancy: higher pump strengths than predicted
were necessary to observe an increase in photon num-
bers. Using the computed value for the critical coupling
in Eq. (3.9), in the limit β → 0 (for a conservative ap-
proximation see App. E), we may determine an effec-
tive atomic decay rate γ = γeff , see Fig. 2, to reduce the
discrepancy between experiment and theory. An addi-
tional interesting regime to pin down the effects of γeff
is the critical region for small longitudinal spin detun-
ing ∆. From the critical coupling Eq. (3.9), we observe
that gc(γ
eff , κ, U) becomes large for small ∆ provided
γeff is finite. By contrast in the strict γeff → 0 limit
gc(γ
eff = 0, κ, U) decreases for small ∆. New rounds of
data-taking can access this regime with improved accu-
racy [25].
We find it useful to use a single effective atomic decay,
captured by the Lindblad operator of Eq. (2.2), to en-
able an experiment-theory comparison. However, other
sources of noise (noise in the trapping potential, loss of
atoms from the trap, dissipative dephasing, noise in the
driving laser) could also be modeled and included.
To this end, one may wonder whether γeff can be ex-
plained by the decay rate that the |↑〉 = |F = 2,mF = 2〉
70=γeff
100 KHz=γeff
50 KHz=γeff
0 50 100 150 200 250 3000
50
100
150
200
Δ(KHz)
g c
(γ,κ,U
)(KH
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300 KHz=ω0
Figure 2. Critical coupling strength for the onset of su-
perradiance. We compare Eq. (3.9) with β → 0 to the most
recent data (dots) from the Singapore experiment. We give
an estimate for a lower (dotted) and upper (dashed) effective
decay rate γeff (using the Lindblad of Eq. 2.2) of the effective
atomic dipole and compare it to the theory curve for γeff = 0
(solid). γeff should be regarded as an effective spin decay
rate after eliminating the far- detuned excited state, possibly
other decay channels, and other experimental imperfections.
Where we have used the experimentally determined values
U = −12.4 KHz and κ = 100 KHz. In the regime |ω0|  |U |
the effects of the frequency shift for the critical coupling are
negligible. For small longitudinal fields ∆ the theory curves
show a clear upswing in the critical coupling, see text for de-
tails.
state in the 52S1/2 manifold inherits from the excited
state in the 52P3/2 manifold to which the cavity couples.
This inherited decay rate can be estimated as
γinherited = χ (Ωr/∆r)
2
γexc = χg
2/(NCκ) , (3.10)
where the proportionality constant χ is fixed by the
transition strengths between the involved atomic levels.
C = g2cav/(κγexc) is the single atom cooperativity and
(gcav, κ, γexc) = 2pi×(1.1, 0.1, 3) MHz. κ is the cavity de-
cay rate and 2gcav is the single photon Rabi frequency for
the transition of |F = 2,mF = 2〉 to |F ′ = 3,m′F = 3〉,
γexc is the fundamental atomic decay rate of the excited
state level coupling to the cavity. Ωr and ∆r are the Rabi
frequency and the detuning of the driving laser, respec-
tively, that couples the |↑〉 state to the aforementioned
excited state of the 52P3/2 manifold. We have set the Ra-
man coupling strength g =
√
Ngcav
Ωr
∆r
in Eq. (3.10) with
N a fixed number of atoms in the ground-state manifold.
As we show and discuss in Table I, γeff  γinherited, such
that γinherited alone is not sufficient to explain the ex-
perimental data. The conservative estimate for an upper
bound for the geometrical factor β ≈ 10−3 shows that
the collective atomic decay channel is irrelevant for the
present setup, justifying the restriction of the following
analysis to the case β = 0.
γexc γ
eff(g = gc) γPolariton(g = gc) γinherited(g = gc)
3000 KHz (50− 100)KHz (72− 103) KHz 0.02 KHz
Table I. Overview of various decay rates and their KHz
values for the experimental setup in [11]. The range
for γeff(g = gc) is estimated in Fig. 2. γPolariton
is calculated from Eq. (3.13) with the set of parame-
ters (ω0, κ,∆, γ
eff)=(300, 100, 150, (50; 100))KHz. γinherited
is determined by the model parameters and expressed as
γinherited(g = gc) = 24g
2
c/(NCκ), where N is the number of
atoms in the trap, C = g2cav/(κ, γexc) is the single atom coop-
erativity, κ is the cavity decay rate and 2gcav is the single pho-
ton Rabi frequency for the transition of |F = 2,mF = 2〉 to
|F ′ = 3,m′F = 3〉 transition. The value for γinherited was cal-
culated for (N,C, gc, κ) = (5 · 104, 4, 120KHz, 100KHz) where
the number of atoms represents a typical order of magnitude
for the experiment in[11].
C. Polariton decay rates
For non-zero atom-light coupling, the atomic and pho-
tonic excitations of the system start to hybridize and are
commonly referred to as polaritons. The decay of the
polaritons describes a correlated decay mechanism with
rate γpolariton, which involves many atoms and photons.
The corresponding decay rate is a function of the bare de-
cay rates of the individual atoms γ, the bare decay rate of
the individual photons κ, the energies of the bare atoms
∆ and of the photons ω0 as well as the atom photon cou-
pling g. The rates can be read off from the imaginary
part of the resonance frequencies ν for the linearized sys-
tem dynamics, that can be determined from
lim
(β,U)→0
det[G−1R (ν)] = 0 (3.11)
γPolariton = |Im(ν)| (3.12)
In Fig. 3 we plot the effective decay rates γpolariton as a
function of the atom-light coupling g as they are also
shown in [10] for the κ only case. As such γPolariton sets
the width of the resonance peaks in the cavity-spectrum.
We explore certain limits for the collective decay rates.
For g → 0, the resonances calculated from Eq. (3.12) are
located at νatom = ±∆−iγ2 , at νphoton = ±ω0−iκ and the
σz-resonance is at ν = −iγ, see Fig. 3a. Corresponding
to resonances located at the characteristic atom and pho-
ton frequencies with a line-shape of a Lorentz-curve with
a width determined from the microscopic decay rates.
At g = gc the decay rate of the critical pole with finite
imaginary part (see Fig. 3b, solid, blue line) is given as
γPolariton(g = gc) =
2
(
γ2κ+ 2γ
(
κ2 + ω20
)
+ 4∆2κ
)
γ2 + 8γκ+ 4 (∆2 + κ2 + ω20)
(3.13)
lim
γ→0
γPolariton(g = gc) = κ
2∆2
∆2 + κ2 + ω20
, (3.14)
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Figure 3. Decay rates (γPolariton) of (in general) hybridized atom-photon modes for varying atom-light coupling strength g/ω0
obtained from solving Eq. (3.12) for the set ∆/ω0 = 1.3, κ/ω0 = 0.2, γ/ω0 = 0.14. (a) For g → 0, the lifetimes are given by the
microscopic cavity decay rate κ/ω0 = 0.2 (solid) and the single atom decay rate γ/(2ω0) = 0.07 for the atomic polarisations
(dot-dashed) and the decay rate associated to the density of excitations γ/ω0 = 0.14 (dashed). (b) Close-up around the critical
atom-light coupling strength g = gc ≈ 0.582ω0. In the regime g < gc there is a splitting of a polariton branch into a mode with
finite and vanishing lifetime at the phase transition point g = gc. The splitting occurs when the real-part of the excitation
frequencies ν vanishes (not shown).
D. Non-equilibrium steady states for spins and
photons
In this section, we discuss the steady-state operator ex-
pectation values 〈a〉 , 〈σ+〉 , 〈σz〉, where 〈a〉 is the com-
plex field amplitude that accounts for a coherent pho-
ton condensate, 〈σ+〉 is the complex atomic polariza-
tion amplitude and 〈σz〉 measures the atomic popula-
tion imbalance. The dynamics of the expectation val-
ues is given by the mean-field equations Eqs. (2.19-
2.21). In the semi-classical picture for a spin-1/2 sys-
tem we construct the expectation value of the spin-vector
〈St〉 = (〈σx(t)〉 , 〈σy(t)〉 , 〈σzt 〉)T . It defines the orien-
tation of the averaged atomic Bloch vector. The non-
equilibrium Bloch dynamics of the collective angular mo-
mentum without spontaneous emission was studied in
Ref. 24.
An analytical solution for the semi classical steady-states
(∂t 〈σαt 〉) = 0 and ∂t 〈at〉 = 0 is accessible by setting
U = 0 and β = 0. However, we show the effect of the col-
lective decay contribution for the steady-state of the 〈σx〉
order parameter in Fig. 4b. Analysis of effective Dicke
Hamiltonians with non-zero U in the γ → 0 regime have
been investigated in detail [24, 26, 27] such that we focus
on consequences of non-vanishing radiative decay. We
mention that in an experimental realization with cavity-
assisted Raman transitions U = 0 is achieved by having
equal amplitudes for co- and counter-rotating terms of
the effective Dicke-Hamiltonian [10]. Slight experimental
mismatches of the amplitudes lead to vanishingly small
|U |  (|ω0|, |∆|, κ, γ) such that the resulting nonlinear-
ities in the equation of motion can safely be neglected.
We solve the system of non-linear equations for the fixed
points to obtain the steady-states. For g < gc the only
steady-state is 〈a〉 = 〈σ+〉 = 0 and 〈σz〉 = −1. This is
the empty atom-cavity system as the spontaneous atomic
decay and photon loss depletes the system of all excita-
tions. The mean-field expectation values for the fields in
the superradiant phase g > gc are:
〈a〉 = ±
√
κ2+ω20
ω0
√
∆
(
1− JcJ
)
√
2(−ω0 + iκ)
, (3.15)
〈σx〉 = (〈σ+〉+ 〈σ−〉) = ±√∆(J − Jc)√
2J
, (3.16)
〈σy〉 = −i (〈σ+〉 − 〈σ−〉) = ∓γ√∆(J − Jc)
2
√
2∆J
, (3.17)
〈σz〉 = −(Jc/J). (3.18)
Here the different signs for the steady-state solutions re-
flect the Z2 symmetry which is spontaneously broken by
the choice of a specific state, see Eq. (2.8), and we have
abbreviated the notation by defining
J =
g2ω0
κ2 + ω20
, (3.19)
Jc =
γ2 + 4∆2
16∆
. (3.20)
A plot of Eqs. (3.15-3.18) is given in Fig. 4a. The critical
coupling strength gc for the superradiant phase transi-
tion (see Eq. (3.9) in the (β, U) → 0 limit) can also be
obtained by equating Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20). For ∆ < 0
there is no real-valued solution for the magnetizations
(〈σx〉 , 〈σy〉) which means that this regime excludes a sta-
ble photon condensate.
Note that the solutions for the mean-field expectation
values do not recover the solutions that are obtained by
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Figure 4. Stable steady-state field amplitudes in the superradiant phase for the set of parameters γ = κ = 0.2|∆|, ω0 = 1.4|∆|.
The critical coupling gc is given by Eq. (3.9) which is valid as long as β <
√
1 +
(
∆
γ/2
)2
≈ 10. (a) Amplitudes | 〈a〉 | and
(〈σx〉 , 〈σy〉 , 〈σz〉) without a collective decay contribution, i.e.β = 0. The critical coupling evaluates to gc(β = 0)/∆ ≈ 0.6. (b)
Influence of collective decay processes of strength β = α(N − 1) for steady-state field amplitude | 〈σx〉 |.
taking the γ → 0 limit from the outset in Eqs. (2.19-
2.21). This is because the present steady-state is usually
approached with a rate ∝ 1/γ which diverges in the γ →
0 limit.
E. Cavity output spectrum
The internal dynamics of the atom-cavity system can be
probed by analyzing the light that leaks from the cavity
mirrors. We employ standard input-output theory for
the quantum Langevin equations [10, 28, 29] to calculate
the cavity spectrum in the limit (U, β) → 0, to focus
on the effect of single-site atomic spontaneous emission.
The input-fields are related to the output fields by the
relation
aout(ν) =
√
2κa(ν)− ain(ν), (3.21)
a†out(−ν) =
√
2κa†(−ν)− a†in(−ν). (3.22)
The annihilation operators (aout(ν), ain(ν), a(ν)) corre-
spond to the output field, the input field, and the intra
cavity field, respectively. For a vacuum field input, the
correlations of the noise operators as given by the set of
Eqs. (2.17-2.18) in frequency space are
〈ain(ν′)a†in(−ν)〉 = δ(ν + ν′) , (3.23)
〈F−(−ν′)F+(ν)〉 = γδ(ν + ν′) , (3.24)
〈Fz(ν)Fz(ν′)〉 = 2γ(1 + 〈σz〉)δ(ν + ν′) , (3.25)
〈Fz(ν)F+(ν′)〉 = 2γ 〈σ+〉 δ(ν + ν′). (3.26)
We solve Eq. (3.5) for the fluctuations around the photon
condensate and omit the coherent contribution coming
from the zero-frequency components specified by f(σ).
Making use of Eqs. (3.21-3.23), the cavity fluorescence
spectrum S(ν) (for a vacuum input field) accounting for
the fluctuations around the steady state is
S(ν) = 〈a†out(ν)aout(ν)〉 = 2κ 〈δa†(ν)δa(ν)〉
= 2κ
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iντ 〈δa†(0)δa(τ)〉 dτ. (3.27)
The cavity spectrum in the g < gc case for the steady-
states 〈σ+〉 = 〈σ−〉 = 0 and 〈σz〉 = −1 becomes
S(ν) =8g2κ
s(ν)
|Ω(ν)|2 , (3.28)
s(ν) =
(
γ
(
γ2 + 4(∆− ν)2) (κ2 + (ν + ω0)2 + 32∆2g2κ)
(3.29)
Ω(ν) =(κ− iν)2 (4∆2 + (γ − 2iν)2)
+ ω20
(
4∆2 + (γ − 2iν)2)− 16∆g2ω0. (3.30)
The poles in Eq. (3.28) correspond to the hybridized
atom-cavity eigenmodes of the system. They are given
by the solutions to the equation det[G−1R (ν)] = 0 where
G−1R (ν) is defined in Eq. (3.8). Close to the superradiance
transition, two poles become purely imaginary and char-
acterize the overdamped dynamics at the phase transi-
tion, see e.g. [22]. At the transition a single critical mode
approaches the origin linearly in (g−gc). The correspond-
ing equations for γ 6= 0 can be found in the appendix,
Eqs. (C10-C11).
The output spectrum in the presence of spontaneous
atomic decay is no longer symmetric under inversion on
the frequency axis S(ν) 6= S(−ν), see Fig. 5. This is due
to the fact that in the presence of atomic decay, cavity
photons can exit the cavity in two different ways. Either
directly via the cavity decay channel ∼ κ or indirectly via
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Figure 5. Cavity spectra in the vacuum phase with spontaneous emission and a broken frequency symmetry S(ν) 6= S(−ν).
We have normalized the spectra such that
∫
S(ν)dν = 1. When there is no atomic spontaneous emission (S(ν)|γ=0), the
frequency symmetry of the cavity spectrum is restored. All parameters are in units of |∆|: κ = 0.2|∆|, g = 0.4|∆| < gc. The
figure (a) shows the on-resonance spectrum: ω0 = 1.0|∆|, the figure (b) shows the off-resonance spectrum at ω0 = 1.4|∆|.
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Figure 6. Cavity spectra in the superradiant regime with spontaneous emission and a broken frequency symmetry S(ν) 6=
S(−ν). We have normalized the spectra such that ∫ S(ν)dν = 1. All parameters are in units of |∆|: κ = 0.2|∆|, g = 0.8|∆| > gc.
Here, S(ν)|γ=0 is understood as solving the Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) on a mean-field level by setting γ = 0 from the outset and
calculating S(ν) with Eq. (3.27), see [10]. In figure (a) the system is on resonance: ω0 = |∆|, in figure (b) it is off resonance:
ω0 = 1.4|∆|.
exciting an atom and subsequently decaying via spon-
taneous emission ∼ γ. The latter process of combined
excitation and decay prefers photon states with positive
frequency. This leads to a reduction of S(ν) for positive
frequencies and introduces the mentioned asymmetry in
the photon output spectrum. In the limit of vanishing
spontaneous emission, the cavity spectrum collapses to
the familiar result [10] and the frequency symmetry is
restored:
lim
γ→0
S(ν) =
16∆2g4κ2
|Ω′(ν)|2 , (3.31)
Ω′(ν) = (∆2 − ν2)(κ− iν)2 + ω20(∆2 − ν2)− 4∆g2ω0.
(3.32)
A typical cavity output spectrum for the superradiant
case g > gc is defined in Eq. (C7) and can be seen in
Fig. 6. Here γ > 0 leads to a broadening of the spectrum
and a pronounced weight of S(ν) at positive frequencies
ν > 0 due to the dominant effect of stimulated emis-
sion and absorption over spontaneous decay effects. In
Fig. 6 and Fig. 5 the expression S(ν)|γ=0 refers to the
cavity spectrum that is obtained by setting γ = 0 in
Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) and by then following the same proce-
dure as outlined above, see [10].
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F. Effective temperature
In Ref. 22, the authors outlined an approach to extract
the effective temperature of open quantum-optical sys-
tems. The idea is to map the photon equation of motion
to classical Langevin equations and read off the effec-
tive temperatures as a function of the noise correlation
functions. Here, we generalize this analysis to include
single-site atomic spontaneous emission γ and extract the
corresponding effective temperature. To that end, we de-
fine the real part of the photon component δx(ν) and the
corresponding noise operator Fx(ν):
δx(ν) =
1√
2ω0
(
δa(ν) + δa†(−ν)) , (3.33)
Fx(ν) = 1√
2ω0
[
Fa(ν)r(ν) + Fa†(−ν)r∗(−ν)
+ F+(ν)p(ν) + F−(−ν)p∗(−ν)
]
.
Here, Fa ≡
√
2κain and the fluctuation operators
δa(ν), δa†(−ν) are defined in terms of noise operators
in Eqs. (C1), (C2). We evaluate them at the criti-
cal point, which is approached from the normal phase
(〈a〉 = 〈σ+〉 = 0, 〈σz〉 = −1). The complex functions
r(ν) and p(ν) are defined as
r(ν) = (κ− i(ν + ω0)), (3.34)
p(ν) = −4g(γ − 2i(∆ + ν))
3∆2 + (γ − 2iν) ω0. (3.35)
In the δx-channel, the response of the fluctuations to the
”driving force” Fx(ν) is described by the equation
Fx(ν) =
(
ω20 −
16∆g2
4∆2 + (γ − 2iν)2ω0 + (κ− iν)
2
)
δx(ν).
(3.36)
At low frequencies, equation Eq. (3.36) resembles a
Langevin equation for a classical particle subject to a
harmonic potential with oscillation frequency
α2 =
(
ω20 −
16∆g2
γ2 + 4∆2
ω0 + κ
2
)
(3.37)
and an effective damping constant
κ˜ = 2
(
κ+
32γ∆g2ω0
(γ2 + 4∆2)
2
)
. (3.38)
This illustrates the fact that the photon can decay via
two channels: directly via κ and by first converting it to
an atomic excitation, which can then decay via γ.
We may now identify the effective temperature of the
system at the critical point as
2κ˜T criteff = lim
ν→0
1
2
〈Fx(ν)Fx(−ν) + Fx(−ν)Fx(ν)〉
∣∣∣∣
g=gc
,
(3.39)
T criteff =
(
γ2 + 4∆2
) (
κ2 + ω20
)
(γω0 + 2∆κ)
8∆ω0 (γ2κ+ 2γ (κ2 + ω20) + 4∆
2κ)
. (3.40)
In the presence of only a single photonic decay channel,
we recover the known cases [22]
lim
γ→0
T criteff =
κ2 + ω20
4ω0
, (3.41)
lim
κ→0
T criteff =
γ2
4 + ∆
2
4∆
. (3.42)
For certain parameter regimes (ω0,∆, k, γ) > 0 the effec-
tive temperature in the presence of spontaneous decay
γ > 0 can be smaller than in the absence of atomic decay
γ = 0, i.e. T criteff < limγ→0
T criteff .
This happens for 0 < ∆ <
κ2+ω20
ω0
and 0 < γ <
2
√
∆(ω0(ω0−∆)+κ2)
ω0
, i.e. for system parameters for which
spontaneous atomic decay is energetically favorable over
cavity photon loss.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the effect of atomic spon-
taneous emission on the non-equilibrium steady-states of
the open Dicke model. We argued that a site decoupling
mean-field ansatz gives access to the exact solution of
the problem in a long-time, thermodynamic limit. By
determining the critical coupling gc(κ, γ, U) for the onset
of superradiance as an explicit function of the sponta-
neous emission rate γ, we were able to compare this result
to experimental values for the onset of superradiance as
measured by Baden et al. [11]. Thereby we estimated an
upper and lower bound for an effective spontaneous emis-
sion rate that might explain the experimentally observed
discrepancy between previous analytical calculations and
experimental measurements. Moreover, we have quanti-
fied the sideband asymmetry in the cavity-output spec-
trum due to atomic spontaneous emission.
An interesting future direction is the inclusion of addi-
tional short-range interactions between the atoms, for ex-
ample by weakly dressing the spin-up level with a Ryd-
berg state [30]. This interaction will now compete with
cavity-mediated, long-range interactions and the various
drive and decay processes. Moreover, changing the lattice
geometry and using space-dependent pump fields could
enable synthesis of exotic, open quantum magnets whose
properties are shaped by quantum fluctuations of the
light field.
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Appendix A: Details for the effective temperature
calculation
We detail the calculation of the effective temperature in
Sec. III F for the Dicke-phase transition in the presence
of single-site spontaneous atomic decay. The stochastic
force operator satisfies the relation
[
Fx(−ν)
]†
= Fx(ν)
and obeys the commutation relation:
1
2
〈Fx(ν)Fx(ν′) + Fx(ν′)Fx(ν)〉 =
δ(ν + ν′)
(
2κ
4ω0
[
r(ν)r†(−ν′) + r(ν′)r†(−ν)
]
+
γ
4ω0
[
p(ν)p†(−ν′) + p(ν′)p†(−ν)
])
(A1)
Where p(ν) and r(ν) are given by Eq. (3.34) and by
Eq. (3.35). At low frequencies the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.36) evaluates to
(
ω20 −
16∆g2
γ2 + 4∆2
ω0 + κ
2
)
− 2iν
(
κ+
32γ∆g2ω0
(γ2 + 4∆2)
2
)
(A2)
where we have dropped contributionsO(ν2) and the com-
mutation relation at ν′ = −ν, see Eq. (A1), evaluates to:
1
2
〈Fx(ν)Fx(ν′) + Fx(ν′)Fx(ν)〉 ≈ κ
ω0
(
κ2 + ω20
)
+
γ
4ω0
32g2
γ2 + 4∆2
ω20 +O(ν2) (A3)
From which the critical temperature in Eq.(3.40) can be
calculated.
Appendix B: Sub- and superradiant transition rates
One can check that the dissipators in Eq. (2.2) can be
mapped exactly to the wavefunction approach that was
derived previously in [19]. As an example, we calculate
the decay rates of the single photon sub- and superradi-
ant states
|−〉 ≡ |S = N/2− 1,m = −N/2 + 1〉 , (B1)
|+〉 ≡ |S = N/2,m = −N/2 + 1〉 , (B2)
respectively. Both states are defined as
|+〉 = 1√
N
N∑
`=1
|j〉 , (B3)
|−〉 = 1√
N
[N/2∑
j=1
|j〉 −
N/2∑
j′=1
|j′ +N/2〉
]
(B4)
where |j〉 = |↓, . . . , ↓, ↑j , ↓ . . . , ↓〉 labels the position of
the one-atom excitation, S is the total spin component
and m = (N↑−N↓)/2. We make use of Eq. (2.12) for the
time-evolution of the sub- and superradiant states as,
∂t (|±〉 〈±|) = γ(1− α)
[ N∑
`=1
(
σ+` |±〉 〈±|σ−`
)− |±〉 〈±| ]
+ γα
[
S+ |±〉 〈±|S− − 1
2
2(S(S + 1)−m(m− 1)) |±〉 〈±|
]
(B5)
The rate of emission is proportional to the population in
the respective state. We can thus extract the super (+)
and subradiant rates (−) as
I± = γ
[
1− α+ α(S(S + 1)−m(m− 1))
]
(B6)
I+ = γ (1 + (N − 1)α) (B7)
I− = γ (1− α) (B8)
It can be seen that the decay rate of the superradiant
state is collectively enhanced, while the subradiant state
has a lower decay rate than a single atomic excitation
Isingle = γ. The strength of the collective contribution is
bounded by 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, see App. E.
Appendix C: Cavity spectra in the superradiant
regime
We detail the calculations performed in Sec.III E to
obtain the cavity spectrum S(ν) that is defined in
Eq. (3.27). The fluctuations δa(ν), δa†(ν) around the
photon condensate are given as
δa(ν) = a†in(−ν)f(ν) + ain(ν)g(ν)
+ F−(−ν)m(ν) + F+(ν)h(ν) + Fz(ν)`(ν)
(C1)
δa†(−ν) = a+(−ν)ing†(−ν) + ain(ν)f†(−ν)
+ F−(−ν)h†(−ν) + F+(ν)m†(−ν) + Fz(ν)`†(−ν)
(C2)
By employing Eqs. (3.23-3.26) we can identify the cavity-
spectrum as
S(ν) =f†(ν)f(ν) + γh†(ν)h(ν) + 2γ(1 + 〈σz〉)`(ν)`†(ν)
+ 2γ 〈σ−〉h†(ν)`(ν) + 2γ 〈σ+〉 `†(ν)h(ν) (C3)
Where the functions `(ν), h(ν), f(ν) are
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Ω(ν) =− i(γ − iν) (4∆2 + (γ − 2iν)2) (ω20 + (κ− iν)2)+ 32∆g3ω0(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)(〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉)
+ 8g2
(−(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2(2ν + iγ)(κ− iν)2 − ω20(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2(2ν + iγ)− 2∆ω0 〈σz〉 (ν + iγ))
Ω(ν)f(ν) =− 16i∆g2κ (2g(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)(〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉) + 〈σz〉 (−ν − iγ)) (C4)
Ω(ν)h(ν) =− 2
√
2κg(κ− i(ν + ω0))
(
8g2(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2 + (γ − iν)(γ + 2i(∆− ν))) (C5)
Ω(ν)`(ν) =− 8
√
2κ∆g2(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)(κ− i(ν + ω0)) (C6)
The cavity spectrum for the superradiant case for g > gc is given by
S(ν) =
s(ν)
Ω(ν)Ω∗(ν)
(C7)
Ω(ν) =− i(γ − iν) (4∆2 + (γ − 2iν)2) (ω20 + (κ− iν)2)+ 32∆g3ω0(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)(〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉)
− 8ig2 ((〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2(γ − 2iν)(κ− iν)2 + ω20(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2(γ − 2iν) + 2∆ω0 〈σz〉 (γ − iν)) (C8)
s(ν) =8g2κ
{
γ
(
γ2 + ν2
) [
γ2 + 4(∆− ν)2] [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2]+ 64g4(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2 {(〈a〉+ 〈a†〉)2γ [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2]
−2∆2κ(〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉)2}+ 16g2 {(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2γ [γ2 + 2 (∆2 + ∆ν − ν2)] [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2]+ 2∆2κ 〈σz〉2 (γ2 + ν2)
+2γ 〈σz〉 (〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2∆2 [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2]}
+64γ∆g3(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉) [(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉)2(〈σ−〉+ 〈σ+〉) [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2]+ 2i∆κ 〈σz〉 (〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉)]
+ 8γ∆g(〈a†〉+ 〈a〉) [κ2 + (ν + ω0)2] [γ2(〈σ−〉+ 〈σ+〉)− iγ(2∆− 3ν)(〈σ−〉 − 〈σ+〉) + 2ν(∆− ν)(〈σ−〉+ 〈σ+〉)]}
(C9)
At the phase transition, there are two poles that become
purely imaginary and describe the over-damped dynam-
ics. The corresponding expressions are obtained by ex-
panding det[G−1R (ν)] = 0 up to second-order in the fre-
quency with (β, U)→ 0. We refer to the solutions of the
resulting quadratic equation by (ν1, ν2). The first pole
vanishes linearly in (g − gc) and is given as:
ν1 =
8i∆ω0
(
γ2 + 4∆2
)
(g − gc)(g + gc)
κ (γ2 + 4∆2)
2
+ 32γ∆g2cω0
(C10)
The residual pole at g = gc is given by Eq. (3.13), with
the limit
lim
κ→0
ν2 = −iγ ω
2
0
γ2
4 + (∆
2 + ω20)
(C11)
Appendix D: Heisenberg-Langevin-Framework
We review the calculation for the set of correlation func-
tions for the noise-operators given in Eq. (2.17). The gen-
eral scheme for the derivation of noise-operators and their
correlations is outlined for instance in Ref [31]. For this
we apply the standard Heisenberg-Langevin theory where
the interaction of the system with the external bath is
specified in terms of a Hamiltonian that couples the bath
modes linearly to the system operators. The bath out-
side the cavity is the continuum of radiation modes. We
consider the system-bath interaction in the interaction
picture
Hatomsbath−sys(t) =
N∑
k,`=1
(
gk,`σ
+
` bke
i(∆−νk)t + cc.
)
(D1)
Hphotonsbath−sys(t) =
∑
k
(
g˜ka
†ckei(ω0−ωk)t + cc.
)
(D2)
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The equation of motions for the system and the bath
operators can be written as
∂tat = −i[at, Ht] = −i
∑
k
g˜kck,te
i(ω0−ωk)t (D3)
∂tbk,t = −i[bk,t, Ht] = −i
N∑
`=1
g∗k,`σ
−
`,te
−i(∆−νk)t (D4)
∂tck,t = −i[bk,t, Ht] = −i
N∑
`=1
g˜∗k,`ate
−i(∆−ωk)t (D5)
∂σ−`′,t = −i[σ−`′,t, Ht] = i
∑
k
σz`′,tbk,te
i(∆−νk)tgk,` (D6)
∂σz`′,t = −i[σz`,t, Ht]
=
∑
k
(
−2iσ+`′,tbk,tei(∆−νk)tgk,`′ − cc.
)
. (D7)
Here we have used Ht = H
atoms
bath−sys(t) +H
photons
bath−sys(t). We
integrate the equations of the bath modes
bk,t = bk,0 − i
∫ t
0
dt′
N∑
`=1
g∗k,`σ
−
`,t′e
−i(∆−νk)t′ (D8)
ck,t = ck,0 − i
∫ t
0
dt′
N∑
`=1
g˜∗k,`at′e
−i(∆−ωk)t′ (D9)
and insert Eqs. (D8-D9) and the conjugates into
Eqs. (D3-D7).
∂tat = Fat −
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k
|g˜k|2ξ∗k,ω0,t,t′at′ (D10)
∂tσ
+
`′,t = F+`′,t
+
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
`,k
|gk|2ei(k−k0)(r`−r`′ )ξk,∆,t,t′σ+`,t′σz`′,t (D11)
∂tσ
−
`′,t = F−`′,t
+
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
`,k
|gk|2e−i(k−k0)(r`−r`′ )ξ∗k,∆,t,t′σz`′,tσ−`,t′
(D12)
∂tσ
z
`′,t = Fz`′,t
− 2
(∫ t
0
dt′σ+`′,t
∑
`
|gk|2ei(k−k0)(r`−r`′ )ξk,∆,t,t′σ−`,t′ + cc.
)
(D13)
The noise-operators are given by
Fat = −i
∑
k
g˜kck(0)e
−i(ω0−ωk)t (D14)
F+`′,t = −i
∑
k
b+k (0)σ
z
`′(t)e
−i(∆−νk)tg∗ke
i(k−k0)r`′ (D15)
F−`′,t = i
∑
k
σz`′,tbk(0)e
i(∆−νk)tgke−i(k−k0)r`′ (D16)
Fz`′,t =
∑
k
(
2ib+k (0)σ
−
`′,tg
∗
ke
−i(∆−νk)tei(k−k0)r`′ + cc.
)
(D17)
with the following relations
γ
2
δ(t− t′) =
∑
k
|gk|2ξk,t,t′ = 2pi|g∆|2D(∆)δ(t− t′),
(D18)
κδ(t− t′) =
∑
k
|g˜k|2ξk(t, t′) = 2pi|gω0 |2D(ω0)δ(t− t′),
(D19)
ξk,ω,t,t′ = exp (−i(ω − νk)(t− t′)) . (D20)
Here, we have taken gk,` = gke
−i(k−k0)r` as the cavity-
shifted, spatially dependent atom-photon coupling to the
bath modes bk outside of the cavity, where k0 is the cav-
ity wave vector. The strength of the collective decay
component is derived in App. E. We finally obtain the
Heisenberg-Langevin equations that result from the in-
teraction with the bath.
∂tat = Fat − κat (D21)
∂tσ
+
`′,t = F+`′,t −
γ
2
σ+`′,t +
γα
2
∑
` 6=`′
σ+` (t)σ
z
`′,t (D22)
∂tσ
−
`′,t = F−`′,t −
γ
2
σ−`′,t +
γα
2
∑
` 6=`′
σz`′,tσ
−
`,t (D23)
∂tσ
z
`′,t = Fz`′,t − (1 + σz`′,t)γ − γα
∑
6`=`′
(
σ+`′,tσ
−
`,t + cc.
)
(D24)
The second moment of the Noise correlations function
can be evaluated with the help of Eqs. (D15-D17) leading
to the noise correlation matrix in Eq. (2.17). For the pho-
tonic noise operators we find 〈FatFa†t 〉 = 2κδ(t−t
′) as the
only non-vanishing correlator at the zero-temperature
bath, see also Eq. (2.18) where we have redefined the
noise-operator according to Fa(t) =
√
2κain,t.
Appendix E: Non-local Lindblad contribution in Born-Markov approximation
For the derivation of the collective decay contribution, we will briefly review the textbook approach (see e.g. [32]) of
how the external reservoir influences the evolution of the system in a Born-Markov approximation. This leads to a
in general non-local density matrix equation, see (E5). Collective decay contributions that add to the single atom
decay rates have been derived in the context of single photon sub- and superradiant states [19] in a wave-function
formalism. Here, we carry these considerations over to a density matrix formalism and show that a description
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in terms of Lindblad operators reproduces the results obtained from the wavefunction picture. The collective loss
contribution emerges by allowing all spins to interact with one shared bath. In the interaction picture, the system
bath Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation can be written as
Hatomsbath−sys(t) =
∑
k
N∑
`=1
(
gk,`σ
+
` bke
i(∆−νk)t + g∗k,`b
†
kσ
−
` e
−i(∆−νk)t
)
. (E1)
Here, the spatially dependent coupling to the bath is given by gk,` = gke
−ikr` . The time-evolution of the full system
and bath density matrix that is generated by the system-bath Hamiltonian reads
∂tρ(t) = − i~
[
Hatomsbath−sys(t), ρ(0)−
i
~
∫ t
0
dt′
[
Hatomsbath−sys(t
′), ρ(t′)
]]
. (E2)
With a weak system reservoir coupling, the perturbative Ansatz for the density matrix is written as
ρ(t′) ≡ ρbath−sys(t′) ≈ ρsys(t′)⊗ ρbath(0) + δρbath−sys(t′), (E3)
where the last term is of order O(gk) and the Born approximation corresponds to assuming that the time evolution of
the bath is unaffected by the time-evolution of the system, ρbath(t
′) ≈ ρ(0). These approximations and expansions are
justified by assuming a large reservoir that has vanishing correlations with the system. The Markov approximation
corresponds to assuming that the evolution of the system is memoryless ρ(t′)→ ρ(t). Additionally, we phase shift the
atomic operators around the cavity resonance. This accounts for the fact that the cavity mode couples to the atoms
with a position dependent phase factor characterised by the cavity wavevector
σ+` → σ+` e−ik0r` , σ−` → σ−` eik0r` . (E4)
After tracing out all bath degrees of freedom, we arrive at the non-local density matrix equation for the system only,
∂tρsys(t) =
1
~2
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k,`,`′
|gk|2e−i(k−k0)(r`′−r`)
[
σ−`′ ρtσ
+
` (ζk + ζ
∗
k)− ρtσ+`′σ−` ζ∗k − σ+`′σ−` ρtζk
]
. (E5)
We have collected temporal phase factors as ζk(t
′ − t) = exp (−i(∆− νk)(t′ − t)). This equation has two important
contributions. The first describes the local dissipators obtained from the ` = `′ terms. The second contribution is of
collective nature and obtained from the condition |k − k0| ≈ 0. We note that contributions with ` 6= `′ are generally
suppressed by a factor ∝ 1/V . We single out the one-atom loss contribution
∂tρsys(t) =γ
N∑
`=1
(
σ−` ρtσ
+
` −
1
2
{σ+` σ−` , ρt}
)
+
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k,`′ 6=`
e−i(k−k0)(r`′−r`)|gk|2
(
σ−`′ ρtσ
+
` (ζk + ζ
∗
k)− ρtσ+`′σ−` ζ∗k − σ+`′σ−` ρtζk
)
(E6)
Focusing only on the collective contribution to the Lindblad equation that arises from wave vectors |k − k0| ≈ 0, we
proceed by calculating the weight of the associated delta function∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k
|gk|2e−i(k−k0)(r`′−r`)ζk ≈
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k
|gk|2 (2pi)
3
V
δ(k − k0)ζk (E7)
We assume that the bath modes lie dense and work in the continuum limit to use the replacements
δ(k − k0) = 1
2pi
∫ R
−R
ei(k−k0)rδ(θk − θk0)δ(φk − φk0)dr
1
k2 sin(θk)
(E8)
∑
k
→ V
(2pi)3
∫ ∞
0
dkk2
∫ pi
0
sin(θk)dθk
∫ 2pi
0
dφk. (E9)
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which leads to the integral∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k
|gk|2e−i(k−k0)(r`′−r`)ζk ≈
∫ t
0
dt′
∫ ∞
0
dk|gk|2
[
1
2pi
∫ R
−R
e−i(k−k0)rdr
]
ei(ck−∆)(t−t
′)
=
∫ t
0
dt′
∫ ∞
0
dk|gk|2 1
2pi
∫ R
−R
exp
[
ic(k − k0)(t− t′ − r/c) + ic(k0 − k∆)(t− t′)
]
dr
= |gk0 |2
∫ t
0
dt′
∫ R
−R
dr
1
2pi
2pi
c
δ(t− t′ − r/c) exp
[
ic(k0 − k∆)(t− t′)
]
= |gk0 |2
∫ R
−R
dr
1
2c
R
c
|gk0 |2 exp
[
ic(k0 − k∆)r/c
]
= |gk0 |2
sin ((k0 − k∆)R)
c(k0 − k∆) (E10)
Here R is the radius of the atomic cloud in the cavity which is much larger than the cavity wavelength. In the last
line we have used that |gk|2 does not vary significantly around k ∼ k0 and pull it out of the integral∫ ∞
0
dk|gk|2 exp
[
ic(k − k0)(t− t′ − r/c)
]
=
2pi
c
δ(t− t′ − r/c)|gk0 |2. (E11)
When the system becomes superradiant in the steady-state, the direction of emission is locked to the cavity charac-
terised by its wavenumber k0. Taking the difference of the cavity wavenumber (k0) and the wavenumber corresponding
to the atomic resonance (k∆ = ∆/c) as small, one can expand sin ((k0 − k∆)R) /c(k0 − k∆) ∼ R/c.
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
k
|gk|2ei(k−k0)(r`−r`′ )ζk = sin ((k0 − k∆)R)
c(k0 − k∆) |gk0 |
2 ≈ 2piD(k∆)
2piD(k∆)
R
c
|gk∆ |2
=
γ
2
R
c
1
2piD(k∆)
=
γ
2
3
8pi
(
λ2∆
4piR2
)
≡ γ
2
α (E12)
here, the volume of the atomic sample is taken to be V = (4/3)piR3 and the density of states D(k∆) = V k
2
∆/pi
2c.
The strength for the collective decay that is here calculated in a Lindblad formalism is equivalent to a wavefunction
picture obtained in [19]. The geometric factor for the collective decay is then given by
lim
k∆→k0
α =
3
8pi
(
λ20
4piR2
)
(E13)
Eq. (E12) and Eq. (E13) determine the strength of collective losses in a large sample limit R λ0. In the above limit,
it can be seen that the collective decay is weak. If k∆ and k0 deviate from another we expect this suppression to be
even stronger as pointed out in Sec. II E. Since we do not have the exact microscopic coupling constants we interpret
our conservative estimate as an upper bound for the strength of the collective decay. Using Eq. (E12) in Eq. (E6)
leads to
∂tρsys(t) =γ
N∑
`=1
(
σ−` ρtσ
+
` −
1
2
{σ+` σ−` , ρt}
)
+ γα
∑
`′ 6=`
(
σ−`′ ρtσ
+
` −
1
2
{σ+`′σ−` , ρt}
)
(E14)
It is possible to roughly estimate the order of magnitude of the geometric factor α that determines the collective loss
rates. For the experimental realisation of the super radiance transition with cavity-assisted Raman transitions, an
intracavity optical lattice was used to trap the atoms such that they all couple with the same strength to the cavity
mode, i.e. the optical lattice was chosen to be commensurate with the cavity mode function. For the estimation of
the geometric coupling strength, we take the cavity parameters from the Singapore setup as detailed in [33] and in
[11] with Eq. (E13).
α ∼ 3
32pi2
(
39
50000
/(1/10)
)2
∼ 6× 10−7 (E15)
The collective emission rates appearing in the mean-field equations are enhanced by the number of atoms loaded into
the lattice which we take as N ∼ 104 which would leave us with a conservative estimate of β = αN ∼ 10−3.
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